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The Dilemma



The Solution

CHS pricing and 
competitive 

rating

CHS wellness 
and disease 
management

CHS partnership 
with transparent 

Pharmacy 
Benefit Manager

CHS Vault 
Captive



Reduced cost to employers

Increased benefits/More 
direct engagement from CHS

More competitive in hiring

Improved overall morale

Take control of your money

Netting more, CHS can do more for 
your members

The result: 

A Win-Win



How Our Plan 

Has Better 

Benefits but 

Costs Less



The CHS Vault difference – WIN, WIN!

Let’s say you are paying $1 right now in premium. Here’s how it is 

allocated:

Only 30% goes 

to CHS

70% goes to 

the carrier/            

overhead 

expenses/ 

administrati

ve costs

On the CHS Vault Plan, for the same plan, with better benefits, you would be 

paying 75 cents. And here’s how it would be allocated:

You pay $1

CHS nets 

$.30

You pay $.75

CHS nets 

$.50

WIN WIN!!!

25% goes to 

overhead 

expenses/ 

administrative 

costs



 The existing fee-for-service PPO model does not serve 

anyone well, including employers/members and 

facilities/providers.

 The CHS Vault plan gives groups a much richer, more 

affordable benefit, and removes the middle-men and 

excessive administrative costs associated with PPO plans. 

 Bottom Line – Pay less, Get more!

The biggest benefit is that there is more incentive for CHS 

to engage more and directly with members…..all while 

costing the same or less!

Cut out the excess waste and 

middlemen! 



Get unused premium back!



Option 1
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A set monthly payment 

is divided into three buckets

Administration 

Expenses
Stop Loss 

Premium

Claims 

Fund

1. Know what you pay for

2. Pay only what you 

use!



Option 2
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A set monthly payment for 

admin and stop loss

Administration 

Expenses
Stop Loss 

Premium

Claims 

Fund

Pay claims as they come in 

weekly (receive a register 

from TPA and deposit the 

funds into account)



The Claim Fund
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Any claim fund surplus at the end 

of the year will be kept by the 

employer! 

OR if they chose to pay claims as 

they come in, they retained 

the surplus $$ in their 

cash flow!

Claim 

Fund



We have you covered! 
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Administration Expense

Maximum Claim Liability

Actual claims

Claims adjudication, utilization and health management programs, network 

management, compliance, etc.

Stop Loss Premiums

Claims Fund

Specific and aggregate reinsurance



How we help you get money 

back!

 Right now you have an insurance product that pays 

claims.

 How about a HEALTH PLAN that can go with a health 

product!

 Insurance companies wont make employees healthier -

Doctors and Hospitals will!

 Get the best of both worlds – Better care, less cost!

 Who should you be partnering with?



CHS is your concierge 

network. 

 Cigna is your crappy old ppo fee for service network for 

those that want it…☺

 Message here is you STILL can go to your doctor

 Benefits of CHS Vault over typical PPO

 Health Coaches

 Teams of providers engaged, collaborating on care

 Healthcare navigators connecting with members and 

developing care plans

 And more!



The CHS Population Health Management 

Solution

Year 1:Focus on 
Pop Health and 

Disease 
Management

Year 2: Introduce 
Patient-Centered 

Medical Home

Year 3+: Begin 
building on long 
term strategy



Are you self funded now? This is how 

we cut your reinsurance in half!
Example of a 100 life company
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Employer Employer

CHS Vault Captive

A B C D

$150,000
Premium

Stop Loss 

Carrier

Captive Layer 

Risk

$150,000
Premium

$300,000
Premium

Stop Loss 

Carrier

$10,000 

dividend 

check paid 

to employer

$25,000 

dividend 

check paid 

to employer

$35,000 

dividend 

check paid 

to employer

$45,000 

dividend 

check paid 

to employer

TRADITIONAL SELF-FUNDED 

PLAN
CHS VAULT CAPTIVE 

PLAN STRUCTURE

Next 

$100,000

First 

$25,000

Claims Over

$125,000

Claims Over

$25,000

Unlimited Lifetime 

Maximum

Portion of stop 

loss premium re-

directed to 

Captive



Power of numbers

 Right now each employer stands on their own.

 The CHS Vault pools the insurance cost to create rate 

stability and improve buying power

 Employers don’t take on any extra risk 

 Individually, groups are not so powerful, together the 

CHS community can make a difference!



Consider how your health plan impacts other 

collateral costs:

▪ Absenteeism

▪ Presenteeism

▪ Workers compensation

▪ Hiring and training costs from poor retention, etc. 

▪ Does your current PRODUCT help with these?
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